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Sirs
EN010077 & EN010078
As a resident of Friston I would like to discuss the impact of excess traffic to the village of SPR siting their substations on Grove Road. I understand the wider area will be impacted but I
am concerned mainly about Mill Road and Grove Road in Friston itself. Mill Road runs between The Aldeburgh Road A1094 and The Saxmundham Road B1121 and is often used as a
short cut Between the two roads and to get to Grove Road from the A1094. Both roads are single carriageway, there are no passing places and no pavements. Peoples gardens edge on to
the road and people have to walk in the road to get anywhere. I have to tend the bank at the front of my house by standing in the road, as do other residents. There is no room for two cars
to pass and traffic will use driveways and front lawns as passing places, leaving damage to drives and banks. I submit to you that siting the substations in Friston will increase the traffic
and that will have a catastrophic impact to safety of villagers and a knock on cost effect as we have to spend more money patching up our drives and banks. Please think about re siting
elsewhere, somewhere with good road links, somewhere more industrial so as not to spoil the calm of the village. I will attach some photos showing the dangers to our village. I may
have to repeat this email with different photos to allow the limitations of email storage. Please look at all emails and understand the impact on Friston. Thank you. Linda Grover
The first picture shows a lady walking her dog and how dangerous it can be, please note that the car going away from the dog walker has had to pull in to someone’s drive to allow cars
to pass.

Sent from my iPhone
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Sirs
EN010077 & EN010078
As a resident of Friston I would like to discuss the impact of excess traffic to the village of SPR siting their substations on Grove Road. I understand the wider area will be impacted but I
am concerned mainly about Mill Road and Grove Road in Friston itself. Mill Road runs between The Aldeburgh Road A1094 and The Saxmundham Road B1121 and is often used as a
short cut Between the two roads and to get to Grove Road from the A1094. Both roads are single carriageway, there are no passing places and no pavements. Peoples gardens edge on to
the road and people have to walk in the road to get anywhere. I have to tend the bank at the front of my house by standing in the road, as do other residents. There is no room for two cars
to pass and traffic will use driveways and front lawns as passing places, leaving damage to drives and banks. I submit to you that siting the substations in Friston will increase the traffic
and that will have a catastrophic impact to safety of villagers and a knock on cost effect as we have to spend more money patching up our drives and banks. Please think about re siting
elsewhere, somewhere with good road links, somewhere more industrial so as not to spoil the calm of the village. I will attach some photos showing the dangers to our village. I may
have to repeat this email with different photos to allow the limitations of email storage. Please look at all emails and understand the impact on Friston. Thank you. Linda Grover
These pictures show my drive and how people have used it as a passing place And cracked the surface.

Sent from my iPhone
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Sirs
EN010077 & EN010078
As a resident of Friston I would like to discuss the impact of excess traffic to the village of SPR siting their substations on Grove Road. I understand the wider area will be impacted but I
am concerned mainly about Mill Road and Grove Road in Friston itself. Mill Road runs between The Aldeburgh Road A1094 and The Saxmundham Road B1121 and is often used as a
short cut Between the two roads and to get to Grove Road from the A1094. Both roads are single carriageway, there are no passing places and no pavements. Peoples gardens edge on to
the road and people have to walk in the road to get anywhere. I have to tend the bank at the front of my house by standing in the road, as do other residents. There is no room for two cars
to pass and traffic will use driveways and front lawns as passing places, leaving damage to drives and banks. I submit to you that siting the substations in Friston will increase the traffic
and that will have a catastrophic impact to safety of villagers and a knock on cost effect as we have to spend more money patching up our drives and banks. Please think about re siting
elsewhere, somewhere with good road links, somewhere more industrial so as not to spoil the calm of the village. I will attach some photos showing the dangers to our village. I may
have to repeat this email with different photos to allow the limitations of email storage. Please look at all emails and understand the impact on Friston. Thank you. Linda Grover
These pictures show the damage to banks by traffic having to edge over to let traffic pass. Another picture shows how front gardens edge onto the road and how traffic will mount the
road onto the gardens to allow traffic to pass.

Sent from my iPhone

